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7:30pm California's Gold - Historic Chickens
A 1916 brochure called the town of Petaluma "The largest poultry center in the world" and up until the
sixties, Petaluma was a major player in the world of chickens. In 1915, Petaluma shipped 11,681,134
dozen eggs. Huell travels to Petaluma to attend the annual Butter and Egg Days celebration, which ran
from 1916 to 1928 and was brought back in the early eighties. Petaluma pulls out all the stops in this
wonderful small town gathering. You won't want to miss the Cutest Chick costume contest. Continuing
our look at Historic Chickens, the Petaluma Historical Society takes Huell to one of original chicken
farms that once lined the hills of this town. Beautiful moss covered chicken coups are slowly decaying,
but are an integral part of Petaluma's landscape. Several of the original farmers come back to spend a day
remising about their lives on these farms. Some of these folks come from a long line of farmers who have
called Petaluma home for many generations. (Next Air 04/23/14 07:30pm)
8:00pm Story of the Jews with Simon Schama - A Leap of Faith
Simon Schama explores the bright, hopeful moment when Enlightenment thinkers and revolutionary
armies brought ghetto walls crashing down - allowing Jews to weave their wisdom, creativity and
energies into the very fabric of modern life in Europe. One of the most of fruitful branches of this Jewish
renaissance was in music, and the stellar careers of Giacomo Meyerbeer and Felix Mendelssohn
established the enduring tradition for Jewish musical prodigies. However, the remarkably successful
integration of Jewish talent into the mainstream of European culture and commerce stirred up the ghosts
of ancient prejudice, decked out in the new clothes of romantic nationalism and the pseudo-science of
anti-semitism. The road to the hell of the Holocaust was paved by the diatribes of Richard Wagner, while
the trial of Alfred Dreyfus led Theodor Herzl to conclude that without a homeland of their own, Jews
would never be free of the millennia-old persecution.
9:00pm Story of the Jews with Simon Schama - Over The Rainbow
Simon Schama plunges viewers into the lost world of the shtetl, the Jewish towns and villages sewn
across the hinterlands of Eastern Europe, which became the seedbed of a uniquely Jewish culture. Shtetl
culture would make its mark on the modern world, from the revolutionary politics of the Soviet Union to
the mass culture of Tin Pan Alley and Hollywood. It was also the birthplaces of Hasidism, the most
visible, iconic and, arguably, most misunderstood expression of Jewish faith and fervor. This episode
travels from the forests of Lithuania, where Schama's own family logged wood and fought wolves, to the
boulevards of Odessa, where shtetl kids argued the merits of revolutionary socialism over Zionism. From
the Ukrainian city of Uman, where today thousands of the Hasidim chant and sing over the tomb of the
wonder-working Rabbi Nachman, to the streets of Manhattan's lower east side, where the sons of shtetl
immigrants wrote the American songbook. The program returns, with grim inevitability, to Eastern
Europe in 1940, where the genocidal mechanisms of the "final solution" were beginning to grind the
shtetl world into dust and ash.
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10:00pm Story of the Jews with Simon Schama - Return
Simon Schama examines how the Holocaust and the creation of Israel have fundamentally changed what
it means to be Jewish. Mixing personal recollection with epic history, Schama tells the story of the
remarkable personalities and unprecedented events that turned the Zionist dream of creating a modern
state of Israel into reality - and the consequences for the world. With contributions from writer David
Grossman, photographer Micha Bar-Am, kibbutz founder Freddie Kahan, West Bank settler Zvi Cooper
and Palestinian villager Yacoub Odeh, the film explores the tension between the high ideals and dire
necessities that led to the creation of a Jewish homeland and the realities of conflict, dispossession and
occupation that have followed in its wake.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Monarchs
Have you ever wondered what 100,000 Monarch Butterflies look like? Well here's your chance. Huell
travels to Pismo State Beach to visit the largest overwintering site for Monarch butterflies in the U.S.
More people visit this site than any another butterfly site in the world. Last year they had 50,000 visitors!
Every year hundreds of thousands of Monarchs fly as much as two thousand miles to reach safe
overwintering sites along California's central coast. They can fly up to one hundred miles a day at an
altitude of up to ten thousand feet. What's amazing is that none of the butterflies that make this amazing
journey have ever been here before. The butterflies have nothing but instinct to guide them. Huell gets a
special tour of this wonderful site from a Park Ranger, docents and a class from Cal Poly who studies the
Monarchs. It's a feast for the eyes. (Next Air 04/30/14 07:30pm)
8:00pm Nature - White Falcon, White Wolf
On Canada's remote Ellesmere Island, where June is spring, July is summer and August is already
autumn, the race is on for two remarkable species to raise their families. The white gyr falcon is
enormous, the largest and most powerful falcon in the world. Yet last summer, the nesting falcon pair
here failed to raise any young. The rare Arctic wolves rely on every member of the pack to chase and
bring down the prey that keeps them alive. Last year was good to them, and they raised three cubs. But
for the wolves and the falcons, as well for as the snowy owls, musk oxen, lemmings, Arctic foxes and
hares who share this fragile ecosystem with them, fortunes are always precarious.
9:00pm Nova - Wild Predator Invasion
Over the last few centuries we have shot, trapped and skinned the predators that formerly thrived at the
top of the food chain in the wild. Wild bears, wolves and big cats are all in retreat, and a growing number
of scientists are discovering that by eliminating predators, we have changed the environment. Removing
predators from the wild has thrown ecosystems off-kilter, triggering domino effects that scientists are just
beginning to understand. In "Wild Predator Invasion," NOVA follows scientists who are trying out a
simple but controversial solution: returning apex predators --like wolves, bears, and panthers -- to their
natural environments. Can these newly reintroduced predators restore the natural balance of their
ecosystems without threatening the humans who live among them?
10:00pm Secrets of the Dead - Carthage's Lost Warriors
Carthage, the proud capital of the vast Carthaginian Empire, is ablaze. Marauding Romans are
mercilessly slaughtering and pillaging. Any survivors face a terrifying fate as slaves on Roman galleys or
in their quarries. Escaping the bloody carnage is impossible... or is it? Could some of the once-mighty
Carthaginians have got away? And even more incredibly -- could they have turned west on an epic
journey across the vast Atlantic Ocean to new shores? Did they set foot in South America, long before
Columbus ever walked the face of the Earth?
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Bodie
Ever been to a real live ghost town? Well, this entire episode explores one of the last remnants of the
Wild West. Now a state historic park, Bodie is regarded as one of the largest and best preserved examples
of an authentic ghost town.
8:00pm This Old House Hour
Countertop contractor Michael Parodi creates final edge detail for soapstone countertops. Tile contractor
Mark Ferrante cuts down 12-inch marble tiles to make a crisp-looking wainscoting. Norm visits the
oldest continuously operated mill site in America where David Graf makes an oval mirror frame for the
Arlington house using 150-year-old power tools. Tom scribes new oak stair treads to the old fieldstone
foundation wall. Soapstone countertops are darkened using carnauba wax and walnut oil. In the second
half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, the guys celebrate 300 episodes of ASK THIS OLD
HOUSE by looking back at some of their best moments and revealing some behind-the-scenes secrets.
(Next Air 04/04/14 01:00am)
9:00pm Bletchley Circle
When Scotland Yard dismisses the women's theories, they realize it's up to them to stop the killer before
he takes his next victim. They identify a suspect and use Lucy to lure him into a trap, but their plan goes
badly awry and Lucy is assaulted. Shaken, the women take a different approach, contacting former war
department members. Susan plans to meet with a psychiatrist whom she believes has helpful information,
completely unaware of the danger that awaits her. (Next Air 04/04/14 02:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 04/01/14 02:00am
Kansas City, Hour One
In Kansas City, Missouri, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW travels with appraiser Leila Dunbar to the Negro
Leagues Baseball Museum to explore a one-of- a-kind, signed baseball. Highlights include an 1891
Kansas City Fire Chief presentation badge made by the fine jeweler Mermod & Jaccard and given to
Kansas City Fire Chief George Hale at the turn of the 20th- century; a bold 1796 Chinese bronze censer
that was recently found on the floor of a local antique mall and is now valued at $8,000 to $12,00 0; and
a pristine 1965 Roy Lichtenstein screen print that was bought by the owner's parents at a Kansas City
department store in the mid-196 0s and is now appraised for $300,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Weedpatch
Many "Okies" fled the Dust Bowl in their jalopies with signs reading "California or Bust." Out of
options, they often ended up at the " Weedpatch camp," a federal labor and living camp for migrant
workers in Kern County. Huell visits this historic camp, later immortalized in John Steinbeck's "Grapes
of Wrath," and talks with both the "Okies" who grew up there and the Latinos who now call it home.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 04/05/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 04/05/14 01:30am

9:00pm Live from Lincoln Center - James Naughton: The Songs of Randy Newman
A Tony winner for his performances in "City of Angels" and "Chicago," James Naughton is an
entertainer of breathtaking range. He stretches his sardonic "angel's wings" once again, taking on the
repertoire of Randy Newman, whose pop songs and film scores have delighted and outraged audiences
for decades. (Next Air 04/05/14 02:00am)
10:00pm Cleveland Orchestra In Performance: Bruckner Sym
The Cleveland Orchestra, conducted by Music Director Franz Welser- Most, performs Anton Bruckner's
Fourth "Romantic" Symphony, one of Bruckner's most popular works. The program was recorded at the
17th century baroque Abbey of St. Florian in Austria, where Bruckner served as a chorister, later as the
Abbey's organist and where he chose to be buried. (Next Air 04/05/14 03:00am)
11:30pm Katmai: Alaska's Wild Peninsula
Repeat of 04/02/14 05:30am
Filmmaker John Grabowska reveals the wilderness of the Alaska Peninsula, a cloud-cloaked landscape
where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the largest in the world. (Next Air
04/05/14 04:30am)
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6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/03/14 08:00am

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 04/03/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 03/30/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 04/03/14 11:00am

Repeat of 03/29/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy
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Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
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Things Green with Nick Federoff
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Immense Possiblities
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Above The Line
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PBS Newshour Weekend
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Forum, The
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Classic Gospel

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - April Showers
Host: Bobby Burgess. "April Showers" is the theme of our show and also its opening number! Norma
and Jimmy "Look For The Silver Lining" and Steve Smith sings about "April Love". Natalie Nevins
invites us to "Look To The Rainbow" and JoAnn Castle plays a rousing "You Are My Sunshine".
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8:00pm Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You
Repeat of 03/16/14 01:30pm
We all have financial issues and problems. Suze Orman's latest special sharply focuses on her helping
individual viewers "find financial solutions for you." As always, Suze's advice is based not just on
numbers, but on a critical understanding of ourselves and our emotional needs. The special's central
theme is that our financial decision-making should be guided by an understanding of "the goal of
money." As Suze perceptively defines it: "The goal of money is to make you feel secure." Our financial
solutions should work to fulfill that goal. In addition, Suze stresses the importance of making financial
decisions that you feel comfortable with. Financial problems are caused when you do things with money
that do not seem "right" to you, despite pressures and advice from others. (Next Air 04/06/14
08:00am)
10:00pm Just Seen It
On this episode of Just Seen It, we review the new AMC drama set during the Revolutionary War,
TURN. Then we weigh in on Scarlett Johansson's latest project, UNDER THE SKIN, and the new HBO
comedy, SILICON VALLEY. Finally, we check out the latest YA novel-turned-film with DIVERGENT.
10:30pm On Story - The Evolution of Funny: TV Comedy with Larry Wilmo
Larry Wilmore, the Senior Black Correspondent on The Daily Show and creator of The Bernie Mac
Show reflects upon different forms of comedy, his own comic influences, and always looking to
maximize comedic potential. Followed by two short films about courage and endurance: Chris Bourke
and Kevin Harger's LOVE, EMILY, shadowing young love and how to best navigate its awkward terrain,
and Andrea Gomez's 036, measuring the fortitude and grit required to survive the paper-pushing, nononsense depths of cubicle number 036.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Nine Inch Nails
Nine Inch Nails makes a rare television appearance, taking the ACL stage in an hour-long performance
of tracks from the latest album, Hesitation Marks.
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6:00am

Sesame Street

Repeat of 04/04/14 10:00am

7:00am

Curious George

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 04/05/14 08:00pm

10:00am Dr. Wayne Dyer: I Can See Clearly Now

Repeat of 03/23/14 12:00pm

1:00pm

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 04/06/14 08:00am

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 04/06/14 05:00am

7:00pm Rebels On Lake Erie
REBELS ON LAKE ERIE tells a story of intrigue, conspiracy and adventure, set against the backdrop of
the Civil War. Virginia native John Yates Beall - a wealthy, college-educated Southern plantation owner
- served in the Confederate army under the legendary General Stonewall Jackson. Wounded in battle,
Beall continued to serve the cause as a privateer, attacking Union ships on Chesapeake Bay. Later, he
would lead two ambitious (and ultimately unsuccessful) missions: to liberate the Confederate soldiers
imprisoned on Johnson's Island Prisoner-of-War Depot near Sandusky, Ohio and to free captured
Confederate officers by derailing a passenger train in Upstate New York. Three years in the making,
REBELS ON LAKE ERIE recounts Beall's wartime exploits through interviews with Civil War authors,
historians and scholars; photographs, maps and illustrations from libraries and archives across the U.S.
and Canada; and period music from the Civil War era.
8:00pm Call The Midwife
Trixie is upset when Sister Julienne promotes Jenny to "acting sister, " but their relationship is eventually
restored. A patient who's carrying a baby who wasn't fathered by her husband accepts that the only
solution is adoption. Cynthia, inspired by a lecture on the art of natural childbirth, helps a patient
experience a peaceful and calm birth. Alec and his friends try to persuade Jenny to go on a nuclear
disarmament march, but she declines for the sake of her patients.
9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 2
Miss Mardle gets a lucky break, LeClair resurfaces and Loxley seeks Harry's help. All await Churchill's
appearance at the store.
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10:00pm Secrets of Selfridges
Two words are synonymous with the department store Selfridges: luxury and London. However,
Selfridges was the brain child of an American, Mr. Harry Gordon Selfridge, whose life is depicted in the
PBS Masterpiece series "Mr. Selfridge." The real, flamboyant Mr. Selfridge revolutionized the way that
Londoners shopped by introducing a new American retail model that made shopping less of a practical
pursuit and more of a luxurious adventure. Keen to put the shopper's experience above all else it was
Selfridge who coined the phrase "the customer is always right," an expression that has become the mantra
of retail stores all over the world. Today, Selfridges remains as much of an attraction as it was when it
opened in 1909, and Selfridge's dream of creating a sophisticated and adventurous shopping experience is
enjoyed by people from every corner of the world, 362 days a year. This program reveals the grandiose
store's hidden stories and delves deep into the mind of its incredibly ambitious creator. (Next Air
04/07/14 02:00am)
11:00pm Woodsongs - Jd Crowe Plus 15 Year Old Brady Miller and 14-Year

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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7:30pm California's Gold - Center of California
Huell travels in search of the geographic center of our state and in the process visits a whole string of
towns that lay claim to being " the center of California." With the help of locals and a cartographer from
the U.S. Geological Survey, Huell finally locates the exact spot and marks it by planting a state flag.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Kansas City, Hour Two
In Kanas City, Missouri, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Marshall
Martin travel to the Toy and Miniature Museum to discuss dolls houses and miniature models. Highlights
include a beauty book, ca. 1928, by entrepreneur Madam C.J. Walker, the first American female
millionaire; an 1861 E.G. Wright silver cornet that was played by the owner's great-grandfather when he
was part of the 15th Regiment of Indiana; and a 1920 Julian Onderdonk oil painting that was gifted to the
owner's mother when she lived next door to the artist and is now appraised for $125,000.
9:00pm
Antiques Roadshow - Atlanta, Ga - Hour Three
In Atlanta, Georgia, host Mark L. Walberg joins appraiser Wes Cowan at a collector's home to examine
extremely rare photographs of Sherman's 1864 March to the Sea and the burning of Atlanta. Highlights
include a circa 1961 Willie Mays jersey and pants; a 17th-century Ming bronze guardian figure picked up
by the owner's grandmother during a world tour in the 1950s; and a circa 1861 Confederate officer's
sword, originally belonging to the guest's great-great-great-grandfather, and valued at $50,000.
10:00pm Independent Lens - Brothers Hypnotic
The brotherhood of the Hypnotic Brass Ensemble is literal. Not always willing subjects of a utopian
family experiment, the eight boys were forged into a band as children by their father, Chicago jazz
maverick Phil Cohran. Now as young men, making their way on the streets of New York and in the
music business, with stardom on the horizon, they must test their father's ideals against their own
brotherly vision. (Next Air 04/09/14 04:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Oil
Huell finds out how oil made Kern County great, visiting the vast Midway-Sunset Field which is the top
oil-producing field in the lower 4 8 states and the West Kern Oil Museum in Taft, which has one of the
last huge wooden derricks in existence. Huell's last stop is the site of the Lakeview Gusher, which at the
turn of the century was the largest gusher in the United States.
8:00pm Dave Clark Five - Glad All Over, A Great Performan
THE DAVE CLARK FIVE - GLAD ALL OVER features newly filmed interviews with Tom Hanks, Sir
Paul McCartney, Sir Elton John, Bruce Springsteen, Steven Van Zandt of The E Street Band, Stevie
Wonder, Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne, Gene Simmons of Kiss, Whoopi Goldberg, Dionne Warwick, '60s
fashion icon Twiggy and Sir Ian McKellen, all sharing their memories of how the music of the '60's and
the Cultural Revolution of 1964 changed their lives forever. Included in the film are The DC5's iconic
performances on The Ed Sullivan Show along with rare live concert footage plus their countless
appearances on television with American musical icons. Much of this material has not been seen in
decades, either on television or home video. The film also features never- before-seen footage from
Clark's personal archives together with performances by The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Who,
Dusty Springfield, Stevie Wonder, The Supremes, Martha Reeves and The Vandellas, Marvin Gaye, Otis
Redding, Freddie Mercury of Queen and Sir Laurence Olivier.
10:00pm Frontline - Secret State of North Korea
Just two years in the job and armed with nuclear weapons, North Korea's Kim Jong-Un is the world's
youngest dictator, ruling one of the world's most isolated countries. Like his father and grandfather, he
wants to maintain tight control over what North Koreans see of the world -- and what the world sees of
North Korea. But with unique access, FRONTLINE goes inside the secret state to explore life under its
new ruler, and investigate the enigmatic "Morning Star King" as he tries to hold onto power. Using new
footage smuggled from inside and never-before-told stories from recent defectors living in South Korea,
the film offers a rare glimpse of how some North Koreans are defying authority in a country where just
being caught with illegal DVDs could mean immediate imprisonment. (Next Air 04/09/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Hidden Alcatraz
Most of us have seen one of the countless films based on Alcatraz, from the Birdman to Clint Eastwood
and his Escape From Alcatraz. Over a million people every year take the ferry through the thick San
Francisco fog to walk the cell blocks that housed the likes of Machine Gun Kelley and Al Capone. As
usual Huell wasn't satisfied with the regular tour and went in search of the "Hidden Alcatraz". It got it's
name from the Spanish word Alcatraces, or Bird Island and didn't see human inhabitants until the US
Military took it over in the mid 1800s. During the Civil War it was used as a prison for Southern
privateers. After the more modern prison was built in the 1930s , the old Civil War prison was covered
over and virtually forgotten. Join Huell and Luis as they go under Alcatraz and discover the labyrinth of
tunnels and caves that honeycomb "The Rock". The remnants of our state's rich history are finally
uncovered in this very special tour. There is much more to Alcatraz than meets the eye.
8:00pm Nature - My Bionic Pet
The animals of the world may increasingly need our help with big issues like preserving habitat or
species conservation. But sometimes individual animals need our help as well. Left disabled without fins,
flippers, beaks or tails because of disease, accidents or even human cruelty, these unfortunate creatures
need what amounts to a miracle if they are to survive. Luckily for them, sometimes miracles do happen.
Amazing prosthetics made possible by the latest engineering and technology are able to provide just what
they need. And scientists are finding that innovations created in the process are benefitting both animals
and humans.
9:00pm Nova - Inside Animal Minds: Bird Genius
What would it be like to go inside the mind of an animal? We have all gazed into a creature's eyes and
wondered: what is it thinking about? What does it really know? Now, the revolutionary science of animal
cognition is revealing hard evidence about how animals understand the world around them, uncovering
their remarkable problem-solving abilities and exploring the complexity of their powers of
communication and even their emotions. In this mini-series, NOVA explores these breakthroughs
through three iconic creatures: dogs, birds and dolphins. We'll travel into the spectacularly nuanced noses
of dogs and wolves, and ask whether their reliance on different senses has shaped their evolution. We'll
see through the eyes of a starling in flight and test the tool-using skills of the smartest of birds, the crow.
We'll listen in as scientists track dolphins in the Caribbean and elephants on the African savannah, trying
to unlock the secrets of animal communication. As we discover how researchers are pushing the animal
mind to its limits, we'll uncover surprising similarities to -- and differences from -- the human mind.
Today, researchers are discovering that some creatures have mastered skills purportedly restricted to
humans. Many are bird brains. Meet a cockatoo with a talent for picking locks; a wild crow on a mission
to solve an eight- step puzzle; and a tame raven who can solve a puzzle box so quickly that his
performance has to be captured with high-speed photography. Are these skills really evidence of high
intelligence or just parlor tricks, the result of training and instinct? To find out, NOVA tests the limits of
some of the planet's brainiest animals, searching for the secrets of a problem-solving mind.
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10:00pm Your Inner Fish - Your Inner Fish
Our arms, legs, necks and lungs were bequeathed to us by a fish that lumbered onto land some 375
million years ago. The genetic legacy of this creature can be seen today in our own DNA, including the
genes used to build our hands and limbs.
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Tavis Tavis
Smiley Smiley

1:00

1:30

Nature: My
Bionic Pet

2:00

2:30

Nova: Inside
Animal Minds:
Bird Genius

3:00

3:30

Your Inner
Fish: Your
Inner Fish

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Dave Clark Five - Glad All Over,
A Great Performan

7:30pm California's Green - Echo Park Lake
Huell visits Echo Park Lake to see how the city of Los Angeles is trying innovative, "green" techniques
to clean up the water.
8:00pm This Old House Hour
Fence contractor Mark Bushway installs a custom PVC fence and arbor. Tile contractor Eric Ferrante
creates a marble herringbone pattern in the powder room, while his brother Mark presents the grout color
options for the faux slate floor in the mudroom. Tom builds a sliding barn door using salvaged antique
wood from the attic. Horticulturist Laurie Sullivan presents alternatives to the usual, run-of-the-mill
shade plants. In the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, Tom and Kevin build a simple
table from solid fir, and Kevin works with a wood-finishing expert to stain and finish it. Roger shows a
homeowner how to get rid of tree stumps. And Richard discusses the state of solar energy. (Next Air
04/11/14 01:00am)
9:00pm Bletchley Circle
Susan tells the other women that she came face to face with the killer - and he let her go. It soon becomes
apparent that he's becoming obsessed with her. Following the death of a former spy who had been helpful
in identifying the perpetrator, the women consider whether to continue their pursuit, but they know if
they don't find the killer, he'll move somewhere else and more girls will die. Their investigation resumes.
Cleverly planting false clues, the murderer leads Susan into a trap. (Next Air 04/11/14 02:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 04/09/14 05:00am
Kansas City, Hour Two
In Kanas City, Missouri, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Marshall
Martin travel to the Toy and Miniature Museum to discuss dolls houses and miniature models. Highlights
include a beauty book, ca. 1928, by entrepreneur Madam C.J. Walker, the first American female
millionaire; an 1861 E.G. Wright silver cornet that was played by the owner's great-grandfather when he
was part of the 15th Regiment of Indiana; and a 1920 Julian Onderdonk oil painting that was gifted to the
owner's mother when she lived next door to the artist and is now appraised for $125,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

Live from
Lincoln Center:
Tavis Tavis This Old House
James
Bletchley Circle
Smiley Smiley
Hour
Naughton: The
Songs of Randy
Newman

4:00

4:30

Nature: My
Bionic Pet

5:00

5:30

Nova: Inside
Animal Minds:
Bird Genius

7:30pm

California's Green
Repeat of 03/26/14 07:30pm
Bluebirds
Huell visits with a group of bluebird enthusiasts. The Western Bluebird once flew across most of
California and beyond, but now they are in dire need of our help. Huell joins up with Bob Franz and the
Southern California Bluebird Club, who have been working with many other groups across our state to
help bluebirds make a recovery. They suffer as much from habitat loss as they do from the introduction
of non-native species. Huell takes a springtime tour of some of the nest- boxes filled with hatchlings as
he learns about what has been and can be done to help these blue feathered friends that are part of
California's Green!
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 04/12/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 04/12/14 01:30am

9:00pm Live from Lincoln Center - Jason Isbell: Moving Forward
Authentic is the best way to describe Jason Isbell. A native of Muscle Shoals, Alabama, he and his band
are creating a sound that stays true to his roots and cuts close to the bone. Here he gives an impassioned
performance emphasizing his exquisite songwriting and personal story of a bad boy saved by love.
(Next Air 04/12/14 02:00am)
10:00pm Dave Clark Five - Glad All Over, A Great Performan
Repeat of 04/10/14 04:00am
THE DAVE CLARK FIVE - GLAD ALL OVER features newly filmed interviews with Tom Hanks, Sir
Paul McCartney, Sir Elton John, Bruce Springsteen, Steven Van Zandt of The E Street Band, Stevie
Wonder, Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne, Gene Simmons of Kiss, Whoopi Goldberg, Dionne Warwick, '60s
fashion icon Twiggy and Sir Ian McKellen, all sharing their memories of how the music of the '60's and
the Cultural Revolution of 1964 changed their lives forever. Included in the film are The DC5's iconic
performances on The Ed Sullivan Show along with rare live concert footage plus their countless
appearances on television with American musical icons. Much of this material has not been seen in
decades, either on television or home video. The film also features never- before-seen footage from
Clark's personal archives together with performances by The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Who,
Dusty Springfield, Stevie Wonder, The Supremes, Martha Reeves and The Vandellas, Marvin Gaye, Otis
Redding, Freddie Mercury of Queen and Sir Laurence Olivier. (Next Air 04/14/14 04:00am)

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

Live from
Charlie
Washington
Lincoln Center:
Tavis Tavis
Rose:
Week with
Jason Isbell:
Smiley Smiley
The
Gwen Ifill
Moving
Week
Forward

3:00

3:30

Nature: My
Bionic Pet

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Nova: Inside
This Old House
Animal Minds:
Hour
Bird Genius

6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/10/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 04/09/14 08:30am

8:00am

Curious George

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 04/07/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 04/06/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 04/10/14 11:00am

Repeat of 04/05/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Los Angeles
Guest: Sandi Griffiths. Things get going with "California, Here I Come", and then Bobby & Cissy dance
to "High Society" in a replica of the Hollywood Palladium. Sandi & Salli can be found at the airport
"Leavin' On A Jet Plane" while Dick Dale tells "A Whale Of A Tale" fishing off the coast in Malibu.
Norma joins Jimmy Roberts for "Tea For Two".
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8:00pm Corey Harris: Journeys
MacArthur Fellow Corey Harris live in concert with the Rasta Blues Experience, harmonica virtuoso Phil
Wiggins, and special guest Thornetta Davis. Playing acoustic and electric instruments, solo, duets, trios,
and with the full band, Corey explores musical traditions from Mali to Mississippi and beyond, weaving
an exquisite and seamless tapestry from diverse musical threads.
9:00pm Well Read - Susan Orlean, Rin Tin Tin
Rin Tin Tin leapt onto the scene in the 1920s as a star of stage, screen and TV. But this legend was a dog,
and Orlean provides a poignant exploration of the enduring bond between humans and animals.
9:30pm Film School Shorts - Man Up
The Genius From Quintino (Columbia) and Kiss Me (UCLA): Ricardo, a mechanic nicknamed 'the
genius', lives in Quintino, just north of Rio de Janeiro. When a mysterious young boy shows up at his
garage with a broken toy, Ricardo is suddenly faced with his forgotten past. Written and directed by
Johnny Ma. Boxer Kid Vargas is forced to face up to a devastating truth after he kills his opponent,
Johnny Vasquez, in the ring. Consumed by the guilt of killing, Kid's shame is intensified by his repressed
homosexuality. Written and directed by Jules Nurrish.
10:00pm Just Seen It
10:30pm On Story - Heroes and Anti-Heroes: Loving The Villain
The voices behind THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA, BRIDESMAIDS, and RACHEL GETTING
MARRIED deliberate how the most impressionable characters - both good and evil - are compelling
because of their flaws, complexities, and personal truths. Accompanied by the short film, MENTIROSO
by writer/director Will Shipley about trailing a young boy whose incessant lies are almost as far-fetched
as an astonishing encounter with the most beautiful girl in town. In this episode: Aline Brosh McKenna,
Paul Feig, Jenny Lumet.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Gary Clark Jr./Alabama Shakes
ACL presents modern blues and soul with Gary Clark, Jr. and Alabama Shakes. Austin guitarist Clark
showcases his major label debut, while Alabama's Shakes spotlight their critically acclaimed Boys &
Girls.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Nature: My
Bionic Pet

1:00

1:30

Nova: Inside
Animal Minds:
Bird Genius

2:00

2:30

Frontline:
Secret State of
North Korea

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Charlie
Independent
Washington
Rose:
Lens: Brothers Bletchley Circle Week with
The
Hypnotic
Gwen Ifill
Week

6:00am

Sesame Street

Repeat of 04/11/14 10:00am

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/09/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

8:00am

Celtic Thunder Heritage

9:30am

Brainchange with David Perlmutter, Md

11:00am Heal Yourself: Mind Over Medicine with Lissa Ranki
12:30pm Omni Health Revolution with Tana Amen, Rn & Dr. Da
2:30pm

3 Steps to Incredible Health! with Joel Fuhrman, M

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 04/13/14 05:00am

7:00pm California's Gold - B2 Bomber Update
This one hour special takes us from Northrop Grumman where the B2 was built, to Edwards Air Force
Base to take a look at the B2 close up. Huell was the first media representative to be allowed in the
cockpit of this top secret plane.
8:00pm Call The Midwife
Sister Julienne and Trixie assist a pregnant prison inmate who's worried that social services will deem her
an unfit mother and take her baby. Sister Julienne puts her reputation on the line to help mother and child
stay together. Shelagh suffers heartbreak when a routine pregnancy check turns out to be something far
more serious. For Chummy's birthday, Fred gets tickets for the gang to see My Fair Lady, but they're
turned away at the box office because their tickets are forged. Alec tells Jenny he loves her, but she can't
return the sentiment.
9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 3
The start of World War I spurs enlistment fever among the male staff. Ladies organize a benefit for
refugees. LeClair has a mysterious obsession.
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10:00pm Bletchley Circle - Blood On Their Hands, Part 1
Alice Merren is in prison awaiting trial for the murder of her former Bletchley Park colleague. Jean,
believing Alice is covering for someone, begins to reunite the circle to help establish the innocence of
one of their own. The investigation leads to a young woman who seems to have had a relationship with
the deceased and in whose home they find documents suggesting a military cover-up of a chemical spill.
The women use the skills honed at Bletchley Park - and take dangerous chances - to try to exonerate
Alice. Since Alice refuses to participate in her own defense, the women begin to investigate the murder.
Clues found in the murdered man's house lead to Lizzie, a woman with whom he had a relationship. In
Lizzie's apartment, the women find a classified military file and press clippings relating to a chemical
spill. Eventually they track down Lizzie, who fears her life is in danger. Susan deduces why Alice is
willing to face the death penalty.
11:00pm Woodsongs - Amy Grant

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Call The
Midwife

1:00

1:30

Masterpiece
Classic: Mr.
Selfridge,
Season 2 - Part
3

2:00

2:30

Bletchley
Circle: Blood
On Their
Hands, Part 1

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Live from
Lincoln Center:
Dave Clark Five - Glad All Over,
Jason Isbell:
A Great Performan
Moving
Forward

7:30pm California's Gold - Lighthouses
Visit a place that very few Californians have ever seen: the St. George Reef Lighthouse, eight miles off
the coast of Northern California, in Crescent City. Join Huell as he is airlifted to the tiny reef which holds
this now-abandoned century old treasure. This one-of-a-kind structure reaches 142 feet in the air and is a
"wave washed" lighthouse--meaning that it takes the brunt of the sea from all sides. This adventure is a
rare treat.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Kansas City, Hour Three
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Kansas City, Missouri, where host Mark L. Walberg joins appraiser
Daile Kaplan at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art to learn about the photography of Dorothea Lange.
Highlights include a 1955 Elvis Presley concert poster, with Presley billed at the bottom; an 1812
Marklin "Puritan" toy boat, used in the family pool and valued at $20,000; and a 1919 Leon Gaspard
Portrait of Young Girl oil that was appraised for $10,000 in the 1960s is appraised at the ROADSHOW
for $75,000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Minneapolis, Mn - Hour One
Host Mark L. Walberg joins appraiser Sebastian Clarke at the American Swedish Institute to discuss
Mora clocks, beautiful tall case timekeepers cherished by many Swedish-Americans who immigrated to
the U.S. in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Highlights include a questionable George Elmslie chair
that, if authentic, could fetch $50, 000; a 1900 McKinley-Roosevelt poster discovered at a flea market;
and a 1976 fancy intense yellow diamond ring, valued at $140,000-$160, 000.
10:00pm Independent Lens - The Trials of Muhammad Ali
This film covers Muhammad Ali's toughest bout: his battle to overturn the five-year prison sentence he
received for refusing U.S. military service. It explores Ali's exile years when he was banned from boxing
and found himself in the crosshairs of conflicts concerning race, religion, and wartime dissent. (Next
Air 04/16/14 04:30am)
11:30pm Katmai: Alaska's Wild Peninsula
Repeat of 04/06/14 03:30am
Filmmaker John Grabowska reveals the wilderness of the Alaska Peninsula, a cloud-cloaked landscape
where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the largest in the world. (Next Air
04/17/14 05:30am)
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12:30

1:00
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2:00
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Live from
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Jason Isbell:
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Moving
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Forward

3:00

3:30

Call The
Midwife

4:00

4:30
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3

5:00

5:30

Bletchley
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Hands, Part 1

7:30pm California's Gold - Blue Angels
They're one of the most famous air squadrons in the world -- serving as positive role models and
goodwill ambassadors not only for our Navy, but for our country. We're talking about the Blue Angels
who, since first formed in 1946, have been demonstrating their flying skills and maneuvers to literally
millions of spectators each year. And for over 3 0 years the Blue Angels have been a part of "California's
Gold." Since 1967 the squadron has spent the winter at Naval Air Facility, El Centro, training pilots and
new crew members. The good weather and open spaces make this a perfect place to practice and, over the
years, squadron members have become a welcome part of the community in Imperial County during their
three months of intensive preparation for the 70 air shows they fly each season. On this particular
adventure host Huell Howser accepts an invitation to spend a couple of days with the Blue Angels and
ends up not only watching them train, but actually gets to go up with them in an F/A18 Hornet for the
ride of a lifetime. Huell also meets former Blue Angel pilots who talk about the "good old days," and
visits with local citizens who talk about the pride the community of El Centro feels in having the
squadron there each winter. All in all, it's a fast-paced, high- powered, high altitude adventure in search
of "California's Gold." (Next Air 04/28/14 07:30pm)
8:00pm Pioneers of Television - Standup to Sitcom
This star-packed episode features fresh interviews with Jerry Seinfeld, Roseanne Barr, Tim Allen, Ray
Romano and Bob Newhart. The program reveals how America's top standup comics made the transition
to the sitcom format and includes dozens of clips from "Seinfeld," "Home Improvement," "Everybody
Loves Raymond," "Roseanne" and more.
9:00pm Address
This film showcases the Greenwood School in Putney, Vermont -- where students grappling with an
array of learning challenges use the Gettysburg Address as a tool for success. Each student is tasked with
memorizing Abraham Lincoln's 10-sentence masterpiece, and at year's end, recite it before their
classmates and teachers. The film uses the contemporary story to reveal the history, context and
importance of one of the greatest speeches in US history.
10:30pm Lincoln@Gettysburg
In 1863 Abraham Lincoln proved himself a master of a new frontier-not on the battlefields of the Civil
War, but in his "high-tech" command center: the War Department Telegraph Office, America's first
"Situation Room." The "Internet" of the 19th century, the telegraph gave Lincoln new powers to reshape
leadership and wield personal control across distant battlefields. The results of Lincoln's pioneering
experiment in electronic leadership led to the rebirth of America on the fields of Gettysburg... both in the
battle that turned the tide of the Civil War, and in a few words that recast the American ideal as a national
creed: the Gettysburg Address. LINCOLN@ GETTYSBURG will unfold the greatest turning point in
American history: the rebirth of a nation and the dawn of the information age. (Next Air 04/16/14
03:30am)

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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11:30pm Ribbon of Sand
The famed Outer Banks of North Carolina are a slim and moving line of sand in the open Atlantic. Many
travelers think they know these islands -- but south of Ocracoke Inlet there rises a luminous bar of sand
60 miles in extent, with no roads, no bridges, no hotels: the wild beaches of Cape Lookout, one of the
few remaining natural barrier islands in the world. "Ribbon of Sand" examines this seascape and the
transitory islands doomed to disappear. The film features quotes by environmental pioneer Rachel Carson
as interpreted by actress Meryl Streep.
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5:00
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Independent Lens: The
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7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 03/31/14 07:30pm
Flying Fish
Catalina has been famous for many things over the years, Glass BottomBoats, Buffalo and the Casino to
name a few. But one of the strangest and most popular attractions has been the Flying Fish Boat Trip
which has been transporting visitors on nighttime journeys to watch Catalina's flying fish since the turn
of the century. In 1924 William Wrigley decided to build a boat just for Flying Fish Tours. The Blanche
W. is a 64-foot long open-deck wooden boat named after Wrigley's granddaughter Blanche. The boat is
still outfitted with its original pew-style mahogany benches, which seats 98 passengers. The boat cruises
the islands coastline at night, attracting flying fish with two 40-million candle-power W.W.I spotlights.
The spectacle of the fish leaping out of the water has been compared to giant silver dragonflies soaring
over the ocean. Huell travels back to Catalina for a very special 75th anniversary cruise. William
Wrigleys granddaughter Blanche (for whom the boat was named) comes back to the island and shares
some wonderful stories with Huell. We'll even take a close up look at a flying fish and enjoy a wonderful
night on the sea.
8:00pm Nature - Touching The Wild
Joe Hutto's idea of research is anything but normal, dedicating seven years of his life to becoming a wild
mule deer. The herd would ordinarily run from any human but, incredibly, these keenly intelligent
animals come to regard this stranger as one of their own. Accepted by the matriarch, he walks among
them, is even groomed by them, and can lie with a pregnant doe talking to its unborn fawns. As he
crosses the species divide, Joe is tapping into a new understanding about these elusive animals, literally
entering a deer society. The captivating joy he feels for his new family is nothing short of infectious, but
this human predator also learns to see the world from the point of view of prey -- and it's an experience
that will ultimately rock him to his very core; sharing their world so personally finally takes a toll that
sends him back to his own kind.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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9:00pm Nova - Inside Animal Minds: Dogs & Super Senses
What would it be like to go inside the mind of an animal? We have all gazed into a creature's eyes and
wondered: what is it thinking about? What does it really know? Now, the revolutionary science of animal
cognition is revealing hard evidence about how animals understand the world around them, uncovering
their remarkable problem-solving abilities and exploring the complexity of their powers of
communication and even their emotions. In this mini-series, NOVA explores these breakthroughs
through three iconic creatures: dogs, birds and dolphins. We'll travel into the spectacularly nuanced noses
of dogs and wolves, and ask whether their reliance on different senses has shaped their evolution. We'll
see through the eyes of a starling in flight and test the tool-using skills of the smartest of birds, the crow.
We'll listen in as scientists track dolphins in the Caribbean and elephants on the African savannah, trying
to unlock the secrets of animal communication. As we discover how researchers are pushing the animal
mind to its limits, we'll uncover surprising similarities to -- and differences from -- the human mind.
What is it like to be a dog, a shark or a bird? This question is now getting serious attention from scientists
who study animal senses. Humans rely on smell, sight, taste, touch and sound; other animals have superpowered versions of these senses, and a few have extra senses we don't have at all. From a dog that
seems to use smell to tell time to a dolphin that can "see" with its ears, discover how animals use their
senses in ways we humans can barely imagine. But it's not just the senses that are remarkable - it's the
brains that process them. NOVA goes into the minds of animals to "see" the world in an entirely new
way.
10:00pm Your Inner Fish - Your Inner Reptile
A key moment in our evolutionary saga occurred 200 million years ago, when the ferocious reptile-like
animals that roamed the Earth were in the process of evolving into shrew-like mammals. But our reptilian
ancestors left their mark on many parts of the human body, including our skin, teeth and ears.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Green - Santa Barbara Artists
Some people talk about the environment. Others actually do something proactive about it. Like the group
of 26 Santa Barbara artists who founded the Outdoor Airing Club more than 20 years ago. The O.A.K.
Group, as it is known, is made up of artists who paint magnificent, unspoiled open spaces threatened by
development. They then sell these art pieces at a special auction with 50 percent of the profits going to
organizations in Santa Barbara County working to preserve our precious and unfortunately disappearing
open, natural, landscape. Huell spends a day with some O.A.K. Group members as they painted in three
different spectacular locales, and then attends the auction several months later. The resulting episode of
California's Green is not only beautiful, bit inspirational as it shows how important a small but dedicated
group of people who really care can be.
8:00pm This Old House Hour
Paul Grothouse installs a teak island top in the kitchen, while Jim Snyder installs a solid surface vanity
top in the master bath. Designer Christine Tuttle reviews how the vision for the house evolved from
fabric, paint and light fixture choices. Tom builds a small but handy electronics nook. Tile contractor
Mark Ferrante grouts the pebble tiles on the shower floor. Wallpaper hanger Warren Reeb hangs
handmade wallpaper. Norm and Tom install a new front door. In the second half of the hour, on a special
episode of ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, the guys make several important improvements. Kevin helps make
a home accessible for a homeowner in a wheelchair by modifying a bathroom and several different sets
of stairs. Tom and Kevin rebuild a dangerous staircase for a survivor of the Boston Marathon bombing.
(Next Air 04/18/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Bletchley Circle
Repeat of 04/15/14 05:00am
Blood On Their Hands, Part 1
Alice Merren is in prison awaiting trial for the murder of her former Bletchley Park colleague. Jean,
believing Alice is covering for someone, begins to reunite the circle to help establish the innocence of
one of their own. The investigation leads to a young woman who seems to have had a relationship with
the deceased and in whose home they find documents suggesting a military cover-up of a chemical spill.
The women use the skills honed at Bletchley Park - and take dangerous chances - to try to exonerate
Alice. Since Alice refuses to participate in her own defense, the women begin to investigate the murder.
Clues found in the murdered man's house lead to Lizzie, a woman with whom he had a relationship. In
Lizzie's apartment, the women find a classified military file and press clippings relating to a chemical
spill. Eventually they track down Lizzie, who fears her life is in danger. Susan deduces why Alice is
willing to face the death penalty.
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Kansas City, Hour Three
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Kansas City, Missouri, where host Mark L. Walberg joins appraiser
Daile Kaplan at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art to learn about the photography of Dorothea Lange.
Highlights include a 1955 Elvis Presley concert poster, with Presley billed at the bottom; an 1812
Marklin "Puritan" toy boat, used in the family pool and valued at $20,000; and a 1919 Leon Gaspard
Portrait of Young Girl oil that was appraised for $10,000 in the 1960s is appraised at the ROADSHOW
for $75,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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Nature:
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Wild

5:00

5:30

Nova: Inside
Animal Minds:
Dogs & Super
Senses

7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Big Basin
First up in our new series is Big Basin Redwoods State Park in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Established in
1902, it's actually California's oldest State Park and is celebrating its centennial this year. Home to the
largest continuous stand of Coast Redwoods south of San Francisco, as well as numerous waterfalls,
abundant wildlife, and incredible scenery - this is a trip you will not want to miss.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 04/19/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 04/19/14 01:30am

9:00pm Peter Pan from the Milwaukee Ballet
Michael Pink's adaptation of J.M. Barrie's most famous work is performed by the Milwaukee Ballet. This
production, taped at the Marcus Center for the Arts in Milwaukee, brings to life Peter Pan, Tinker Bell
and many of the notable characters, including a larger than life alligator that crawls along the orchestra
pit. (Next Air 04/19/14 02:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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4:30

Pioneers of
Television:
Standup to
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5:00

5:30

This Old House
Hour

6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/15/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 04/16/14 08:30am

8:00am

Curious George

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 04/15/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 04/13/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 04/17/14 11:00am

Repeat of 04/12/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Easter
Host: Mary Lou Metzger. This show from 1979 opens with "Easter Parade" as pretty girls in gay nineties
finery stroll on a flower- bedecked set with their handsome escorts. Guy & Ralna sing "Give Me That
Old Time Religion", Sandi, Gail, & Mary Lou "Tiptoe Through The Tulips", and Myron Floren does a
thrilling version of "The Lost Chord". Henry Cuesta plays a tender "Love Lifted Me" and the whole cast
sings a group of beloved hymns at the close? a truly lovely show.
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8:00pm Elderly Instruments: All Things Strings
Loved around the world as a source for the best in stringed instruments, Lansing Michigan's Elderly
Instruments is All Things Strings. Musicians from Elvis Costello, Vince Gill, REM, and REO to the local
beginner seek out the Washington Street store either online or in person. There you encounter the best in
musical instruments and a staff of terrific musicians who welcome you as if you had "walked into their
living room." "It's the guitar center of the universe", and "anyone and their brother" can pick up an
expensive instrument and play it. No glass cases, no one looming over our shoulder, and you don't need
to ask - just pick it up and play. All Things Strings is wall to wall music, from folk to rock to bluegrass to
country and western. The camera takes you behind the scenes with the quirky and knowledgeable staff,
into workshops with guest musicians, and into the funky office and mind of Stan Werbin, co-founder and
owner, and the source of the spirit and magic of Elderly.
9:00pm Well Read - Nathaniel Philbrick, Bunker Hill
The first major battle of the Revolutionary War was a bloody win for the British but a harbinger of
ultimate victory for the American colonies.
9:30pm Lincoln@Gettysburg
Repeat of 04/18/14 03:00am
In 1863 Abraham Lincoln proved himself a master of a new frontier-not on the battlefields of the Civil
War, but in his "high-tech" command center: the War Department Telegraph Office, America's first
"Situation Room." The "Internet" of the 19th century, the telegraph gave Lincoln new powers to reshape
leadership and wield personal control across distant battlefields. The results of Lincoln's pioneering
experiment in electronic leadership led to the rebirth of America on the fields of Gettysburg... both in the
battle that turned the tide of the Civil War, and in a few words that recast the American ideal as a national
creed: the Gettysburg Address. LINCOLN@ GETTYSBURG will unfold the greatest turning point in
American history: the rebirth of a nation and the dawn of the information age. (Next Air 04/22/14
02:00am)
10:30pm Katmai: Alaska's Wild Peninsula
Repeat of 04/17/14 05:30am
Filmmaker John Grabowska reveals the wilderness of the Alaska Peninsula, a cloud-cloaked landscape
where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the largest in the world.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - The Civil Wars/Punch Brothers
ACL presents new American acoustic music with the Civil Wars and Punch Brothers. The Civil Wars
play tunes from their Grammy-winning album Barton Hollow. Punch Brothers showcase their latest,
Who's Feeling Young Now?

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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Nature:
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Wild
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2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Nova: Inside
Antiques
Charlie
Washington
Animal Minds: Independent Lens: The Ribbon
Roadshow:
Rose:
Week with
Dogs & Super Trials of Muhammad Ali of Sand Minneapolis,
The
Gwen Ifill
Senses
Mn - Hour One
Week

6:00am

Sesame Street

Repeat of 04/18/14 10:00am

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/18/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 04/17/14 08:30am

8:00am

30 Days to a Younger Heart with Dr. Steven Masley

9:30am

3 Steps to Incredible Health! with Joel Fuhrman, M

Repeat of 04/13/14 02:30pm

10:00am Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 04/06/14 01:00pm

12:00pm Heart of Perfect Health with Brenda Watson

Repeat of 03/22/14 10:30pm

12:30pm Celtic Thunder Heritage

Repeat of 04/13/14 08:00am

2:00pm

Train Your Dog Like A Pro

Repeat of 03/30/14 02:30pm

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 04/20/14 05:00am

7:00pm California's Gold - In-N-Out Burger
In this hour-long California's Gold Special, Huell Howser looks at the history of In-N-Out Burger. This is
the first time television cameras have ever been allowed to shoot inside a store. And this special also
includes an exclusive behind-the-scenes tour of the In-N- Out Heaquarters in Baldwin Park where it all
started back in 1948.
8:00pm Call The Midwife
Jenny's patient Leah is struggling to cope with her mother's agoraphobia, as well as her own pregnancy.
When her husband is offered a new job and home, Leah knows she can't leave her mother behind after all
they went through to survive the Holocaust. With the arrival of new life, Mrs. Rubin seems reborn, too;
with great effort and help from Sister Winifred, she manages to step outside for the first time in 12 years.
Alec asks Jenny to go to Brighton for the weekend, but she questions his intentions. Later, he's seriously
injured in an accident on the building site that he's been overseeing. When she learns that he has taken a
turn for the worse, Jenny leaves immediately for the hospital. Shelagh takes over the local choir and
helps bring it back to life.
9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 4
Miss Mardle houses a handsome refugee, Thackeray spies on LeClair and Harry has a showdown at cards
with Loxley.
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10:00pm Bletchley Circle - Blood On Their Hands, Part 2
Alice Merren is in prison awaiting trial for the murder of her former Bletchley Park colleague. Jean,
believing Alice is covering for someone, begins to reunite the circle to help establish the innocence of
one of their own. The investigation leads to a young woman who seems to have had a relationship with
the deceased and in whose home they find documents suggesting a military cover-up of a chemical spill.
The women use the skills honed at Bletchley Park - and take dangerous chances - to try to exonerate
Alice. Alice is facing the gallows - it's a race against time to prove her innocence and save her life.
Through a search of documents and confidential police information, the women believe the murder was
part of a wider military cover-up. When Susan gains entry to a military hospital, she learns the truth.
Meanwhile, the other women's lives are in danger.
11:00pm Woodsongs - Over The Rhine

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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7:30pm California's Gold - Firefall
It's a California's Gold Classic. Huell investigates a onetime California tradition, the Yosemite Firefall.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Anaheim, Hour One
In Anaheim, California, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Philip Weiss
travel to the Queen Mary to talk about ocean liner memorabilia. Highlights include a "You Bet Your
Life" prop duck, one of two duck props made for the "You Bet Your Life" television show; two sketches
by pop star Michael Jackson, ca. 1973, that were given to the owner by Jackson in a tenth-grade art class;
and a Frederic Church oil painting, ca. 1867, that once belonged to the owner's great-aunt, who was
married to the artist, and is now appraised for $100,000 to $15 0,000.
9:00pm Independent Lens - Muscle Shoals/Waiting for a Train: The Toshio Hira
Muscle Shoals, Alabama, is the unlikely breeding ground for some of America's most creative and
defiant music. There, FAME Studios founder Rick Hall brought black and white together in a cauldron of
racial hostility to create music for the generations.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - China Clipper
They were huge flying boats named after the great sailing ships that in the 1800's sailed the oceans of the
world. The luxurious Pan American "Clipper" planes of the 1930's took cargo, mail and passengers
around the world in what was, for its time, considered a daring and pioneering feat. Pan American's
Treasure Island terminal and lagoon became the home port for the Clipper's Pacific operations -connecting the United States with the Far East by air. Starting in the mid-1930s, and lasting for only five
years, residents of the Bay Area were treated to the sights and sounds of these huge boat planes taking off
and heading out over the Pacific. Recently in a very special episode of "California's Gold," history
repeated itself as, once again, a boat plane landed on the Bay, taxied up to a docking area near Treasure
Island, took on passengers and flew out over the city. This episode is a tribute to the "China Clipper" and
its California connection. The original Terminal building on Treasure Island is the stage where former
Pan American pilots and crew members who actually flew the Clipper, gather once more for conversation
and reminiscing. Producer/host, Huell Howser experiences his high point when he climbs aboard one of
these historic boat planes with two former crew members for a short, exciting flight around the Bay area.
The days of the Clipper are gone forever, replaced decades ago by long-range jets. But for a few hours on
a beautiful spring afternoon, some of the glory days of the great Clipper ships, and the people who made
those days happen, returned to Treasure Island. It's a look back at a glorious part of our aviation history
as we take to the air in search of "California's Clipper Gold".
8:00pm Pioneers of Television - Doctors and Nurses
From George Clooney on "ER" to Richard Chamberlain on "Dr. Kildare," television's long love affair
with doctors and nurses shows no signs of letting up. Noah Wyle, Anthony Edwards, Gloria Reuben and
Eriq LaSalle open up about the secrets of "ER"; Howie Mandel, Ed Begley Jr. and Christina Pickles
revisit "St. Elsewhere." The episode also features the final interview with Chad Everett of "Medical
Center" before his recent death.
9:00pm American Masters - A Fierce Green Fire
This film is an exploration of the environmental movement -- grassroots and global activism spanning 50
years from conservation to climate change. Inspired by the book of the same name by Philip Shabecoff
and informed by advisors like Edward O. Wilson, A FIERCE GREEN FIRE chronicles the largest
movement of the 20th century and one of the keys to the 21st. It brings together all the major parts of
environmentalism and connects them. It focuses on activism, people fighting to save their homes, their
lives, the future -- and succeeding against all odds. The film is directed and written by Mark Kitchell,
Academy Award-nominated director of Berkeley in the Sixties, and narrated by Robert Redford, Ashley
Judd, Van Jones, Isabel Allende and Meryl Streep.
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10:00pm Frontline - Solitary Nation
An estimated 80,000 Americans are in solitary confinement - even people who haven't committed violent
crimes - sometimes for years, or even decades. Using extraordinary access to the segregation unit at the
maximum security Maine State Prison, FRONTLINE examines America's use of solitary confinement - a
practice U.S. prisons and jails resort to more than most other countries. Some prison officials see it as
necessary to keep order and safety, but critics say it is inhumane and counterproductive. "Solitary
Nation" is an extraordinarily rare and intimate view of life in solitary, through the stories of inmates
living in isolation, the prison officers who keep them locked in, and a new warden who is re-thinking the
practice and trying to reduce the number of inmates in solitary. (Next Air 04/23/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 04/01/14 07:30pm
Historic Chickens
A 1916 brochure called the town of Petaluma "The largest poultry center in the world" and up until the
sixties, Petaluma was a major player in the world of chickens. In 1915, Petaluma shipped 11,681,134
dozen eggs. Huell travels to Petaluma to attend the annual Butter and Egg Days celebration, which ran
from 1916 to 1928 and was brought back in the early eighties. Petaluma pulls out all the stops in this
wonderful small town gathering. You won't want to miss the Cutest Chick costume contest. Continuing
our look at Historic Chickens, the Petaluma Historical Society takes Huell to one of original chicken
farms that once lined the hills of this town. Beautiful moss covered chicken coups are slowly decaying,
but are an integral part of Petaluma's landscape. Several of the original farmers come back to spend a day
remising about their lives on these farms. Some of these folks come from a long line of farmers who have
called Petaluma home for many generations.
8:00pm Nature - Snow Monkeys
In the frigid valleys of Japan's Shiga Highlands, a troop of snow monkeys make their way and raise their
families in a complex society of rank and privilege where each knows their place. Their leader is still
new to the job and something of a solitary grouch. But one little monkey, innocently unaware of his own
lowly social rank, reaches out to this lonely leader, forming a bond with him that manages over time to
warm his less than sunny disposition. It is a rare and remarkable gesture that alters both their lives.
Changing seasons bring new babies to care for, a profusion of insects and blossoms to eat, family
disagreements to squabble over and tragedies to overcome. Mating season brings competition for females
as the days grow shorter and colder in a rush toward winter. But with their now confident leader to guide
them and their families to shelter and care for them, this troop of snow monkeys is ready to face the
world.
9:00pm Nova - Inside Animal Minds: Who's The Smartest?
What would it be like to go inside the mind of an animal? We have all gazed into a creature's eyes and
wondered: what is it thinking about? What does it really know? Now, the revolutionary science of animal
cognition is revealing hard evidence about how animals understand the world around them, uncovering
their remarkable problem-solving abilities and exploring the complexity of their powers of
communication and even their emotions. In this mini-series, NOVA explores these breakthroughs
through three iconic creatures: dogs, birds and dolphins. We'll travel into the spectacularly nuanced noses
of dogs and wolves, and ask whether their reliance on different senses has shaped their evolution. We'll
see through the eyes of a starling in flight and test the tool-using skills of the smartest of birds, the crow.
We'll listen in as scientists track dolphins in the Caribbean and elephants on the African savannah, trying
to unlock the secrets of animal communication. As we discover how researchers are pushing the animal
mind to its limits, we'll uncover surprising similarities to -- and differences from -- the human mind.
What makes an animal smart? Many scientists believe the secret lies in relationships. Throughout the
animal kingdom, some of the cleverest creatures - including humans - seem to be those who live in
complex social groups, like dolphins, elephants and apes. Could the skills required to keep track of friend
and foe make animals smarter? To find out, NOVA goes inside the social lives of some of the smartest
animals on the planet.
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10:00pm Your Inner Fish - Your Inner Monkey
Our primate progenitors had bodies a lot like those of modern monkeys and spent tens of millions of
years living in trees. From them we inherited our versatile hands, amazing vision and capable brains - but
also some less beneficial traits, including our bad backs and terrible sense of smell.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Green - Electric Cars
Huell visits the Nethercutt Museum in Sylmar to see the very first electric cars which were manufactured
in the early 20th century.
8:00pm This Old House Hour
Roger rolls out a truckload of fresh sod. Tom installs a replica ceiling medallion made using a 3D printer;
then he installs a custom copper vent hood. Richard selects the right garbage disposer at a local home
center. Norm gives a lesson in crown molding, while Richard installs a pedestal sink in the powder room.
Closet designer Mary Cool shows Kevin how she's customizing the master closet for maximum storage.
In the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, electrician Scott Caron replaces outdated
fluorescent under-cabinet lights with new LED fixtures. Roger and Kevin demonstrate how to work with
concrete. Richard teaches Tom about the energy savings potential of temperature setbacks on
thermostats. (Next Air 04/25/14 01:00am)
9:00pm

Bletchley Circle
Repeat of 04/22/14 05:00am
Blood On Their Hands, Part 2
Alice Merren is in prison awaiting trial for the murder of her former Bletchley Park colleague. Jean,
believing Alice is covering for someone, begins to reunite the circle to help establish the innocence of
one of their own. The investigation leads to a young woman who seems to have had a relationship with
the deceased and in whose home they find documents suggesting a military cover-up of a chemical spill.
The women use the skills honed at Bletchley Park - and take dangerous chances - to try to exonerate
Alice. Alice is facing the gallows - it's a race against time to prove her innocence and save her life.
Through a search of documents and confidential police information, the women believe the murder was
part of a wider military cover-up. When Susan gains entry to a military hospital, she learns the truth.
Meanwhile, the other women's lives are in danger.
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 04/22/14 01:00am
Anaheim, Hour One
In Anaheim, California, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Philip Weiss
travel to the Queen Mary to talk about ocean liner memorabilia. Highlights include a "You Bet Your
Life" prop duck, one of two duck props made for the "You Bet Your Life" television show; two sketches
by pop star Michael Jackson, ca. 1973, that were given to the owner by Jackson in a tenth-grade art class;
and a Frederic Church oil painting, ca. 1867, that once belonged to the owner's great-aunt, who was
married to the artist, and is now appraised for $100,000 to $15 0,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Joss House
Huell Howser travels to Weaverville Joss House Historic Park, home to a Taoist Temple of Worship and
the oldest still-in-use Chinese Temple in California.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 04/26/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose: The Week

Next Air 04/26/14 01:30am

9:00pm Great Performances - Matthew Bourne's Sleeping Beauty
Choreographer Matthew Bourne's Sleeping Beauty marks the choreographer's return to the music of
Tchaikovsky to complete his acclaimed reinterpretations of the composer's trio of masterworks that
began in 1992 with Nutcracker! and, most famously, in 1995 with the international success, Swan Lake,
featuring a cast of all-male swans. This timeless fairy tale about a princess cursed to sleep for 100 years
was adapted into a beloved ballet by Tchaikovsky and choreographer Marius Petipa in 1890. In a highly
theatrical production that is not your grandfather's Sleeping Beauty, Bourne takes this date as his starting
point, setting the story at the height of the fin de siecle epoch when fairies, vampires and a decadent
opulence fed the gothic imagination. As the heroine Aurora matures into a young woman, the period
shifts to the rigid confines of the Edwardian era. Decades later, awakening from her century-long
slumber, Aurora finds herself in the modern day -- a world she finds more mysterious and wonderful than
any fairy tale. Bourne's haunting new scenario is a romance for all ages; the traditional tale of good vs.
evil and rebirth is turned upside-down, resulting in a supernatural love story across the decades, one that
even the passage of time cannot erase.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Hour

6:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/22/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 04/24/14 08:30am

8:00am

Curious George

8:30am

Dinosaur Train

Repeat of 04/22/14 09:30am

9:00am

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

Repeat of 04/20/14 04:30pm

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 04/24/14 11:00am

Repeat of 04/19/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
1:00pm

Grand View

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

7:00pm

Big Education Event (The Bee) - Kixe's Education

11:00pm Austin City Limits - Norah Jones/Kat Edmonson
Jazz and pop cross on ACL with Norah Jones and Kat Edmonson. Jones sings songs from her
Dangermouse-produced album Little Broken Hearts. Edmonson showcases the song stylings of her LP
Way Down Low.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Nature: Snow
Monkeys

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

Nova: Inside
Animal Minds:
Frontline:
Who's The
Solitary Nation
Smartest?

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Charlie
Independent Lens: Muscle
Washington
Rose:
Shoals/Waiting for a Train: The Week with
The
Toshio Hira
Gwen Ifill
Week

6:00am

Sesame Street

Repeat of 04/25/14 10:00am

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 04/23/14 08:00am

7:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

Repeat of 04/23/14 08:30am

8:00am

Train Your Dog Like A Pro

Repeat of 04/20/14 02:00pm

9:00am

Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox Diet

10:30am Dash Diet with Marla Heller Ms, Rd
12:00pm Is It Me Or My Hormones? with Marcelle Pick
1:30pm

Celtic Thunder Heritage

Repeat of 04/20/14 12:30pm

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Delicious Discoveries with Daniella Malfitano

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 04/27/14 05:00am

7:00pm California's Gold - Hollywood Sign
Join popular PBS Host Huell Howser for this very special 1-hour look at the world famous Hollywood
Sign. Huell gets special permission from The Hollywood Sign Trust to actually climb up to and even sit
on the sign. While perched on this landmark Huell learns the full history from 1923 till now from the
people who work so hard to preserve this icon. Then he is joined by Raiden Peterson, who was part of the
construction crew that literally rebuilt the sign in 1978. Raiden not only brings great memories and
stories but an incredible bunch of artifacts that he found when working on the sign... including a lightbulb
that still works! Finally Huell talks to a few pranksters, one of whom was part of a group that changed
the sign to read CAL TECH, and another is the infamous RAFFEYSOD. As always you're invited to
come on along as we learn how they did it!
8:00pm Call The Midwife
The midwives discover that a young Down Syndrome woman is six months pregnant, leading to difficult
confessions and decisions. Dr. Turner suggests that Shelagh take over the running of Nonnatus House to
allow an exhausted Sister Julienne to recuperate. This includes overseeing the arrangements for Sister
Evangelina's surprise jubilee celebrations. But the atmosphere turns sour when a lemon meringue pie
goes missing. Patsy, a new nurse, arrives at Nonnatus House. Her no nonsense, hard- working attitude
and sense of humor mean she's an immediate hit with the nuns and midwives.
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9:00pm Masterpiece Classic - Mr. Selfridge, Season 2 - Part 5
Loxley's corrupt empire expands, LeClair lands in deep trouble, Victor and Agnes make plans and Harry
joins the war effort.
10:00pm Bletchley Circle - Uncustomed Goods, Part 1
Millie's import/export sideline leads to her abduction by a crime ring involved in trading perfume,
cigarettes and stockings - and in human trafficking. After her release, Millie is determined to help those
sold into prostitution. Millie, Jean, Lucy and Alice decide to tip off Customs and Excise to intercept a
contraband shipment and catch the traffickers. Millie is abducted and taken to a seedy hotel, where she
meets a young Eastern European girl who indicates that the crime ring is involved in sex trafficking.
Jasper, Millie's black market partner who was caught skimming money, has also been kidnapped and
badly beaten. Millie persuades Marta, the crime family matriarch, to let her take over Jasper's operation.
After her release, Millie convinces Alice, Jean and Lucy that they should help the trafficked girls. The
four women make a horrifying discovery.
11:00pm Woodsongs - Kim Churchill & Ben Sollee

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Call The
Midwife

1:00

1:30

Masterpiece
Classic: Mr.
Selfridge,
Season 2 - Part
5

2:00

2:30

Bletchley
Circle:
Uncustomed
Goods, Part 1

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Great Performances: Matthew
Bourne's Sleeping Beauty

5:00

5:30

Pioneers of
Television:
Doctors and
Nurses

7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 04/15/14 07:30pm
Blue Angels
They're one of the most famous air squadrons in the world -- serving as positive role models and
goodwill ambassadors not only for our Navy, but for our country. We're talking about the Blue Angels
who, since first formed in 1946, have been demonstrating their flying skills and maneuvers to literally
millions of spectators each year. And for over 3 0 years the Blue Angels have been a part of "California's
Gold." Since 1967 the squadron has spent the winter at Naval Air Facility, El Centro, training pilots and
new crew members. The good weather and open spaces make this a perfect place to practice and, over the
years, squadron members have become a welcome part of the community in Imperial County during their
three months of intensive preparation for the 70 air shows they fly each season. On this particular
adventure host Huell Howser accepts an invitation to spend a couple of days with the Blue Angels and
ends up not only watching them train, but actually gets to go up with them in an F/A18 Hornet for the
ride of a lifetime. Huell also meets former Blue Angel pilots who talk about the "good old days," and
visits with local citizens who talk about the pride the community of El Centro feels in having the
squadron there each winter. All in all, it's a fast-paced, high- powered, high altitude adventure in search
of "California's Gold."
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Anaheim, Hour Two
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW travels to Anaheim, California, where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser
Richard Johnston head to Rickenbacker International Corporation to discuss vintage electric guitars.
Highlights include two pairs of performance shoes that belonged to "The Beverly Hillbillies" star Buddy
Ebsen; a jade jewelry collection that includes a necklace, ring and earrings, appraised for $30,000 to $
36,000; and an oil painting titled Sacre-Couer et Moulin, by French artist Maurice Utrillo, valued at
$80,000 to $120,000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Minneapolis, Mn - Hour Two
Host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Phil Weiss are surrounded by military aviation memorabilia for a
discussion of animation propaganda produced by Disney Studios during World War II. Highlights
include a 19 56 Elvis Presley standee rescued from an attic; a portrait sketched by George Gershwin
accompanied with letters from the composer to the owner's mother; and a circa 1885 Franz Roubaud oil
painting, valued at $100,000.
10:00pm Independent Lens - Revenge of the Electric Car
In 2006, thousands of new electric cars were purposely destroyed by the same auto companies that built
them. Today, fewer than six years later, the electric car is back...with a vengeance. Director Chris Paine
takes his film crew behind the closed doors of Nissan, GM and the Silicon Valley start-up Tesla Motors
to chronicle the story of the global resurgence of electric cars. Without using a single drop of foreign oil,
this new generation of car is America's future: fast, furious and cleaner than ever. This program follows
the race among major car-makers to be the first, the best and to win the hearts and minds of the public
around the world. It's not just the next generation of green cars that's on the line; it's the future of the
automobile itself (Next Air 04/30/14 04:30am)
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11:30pm Sky Island
Repeat of 03/30/14 03:30am
In Northern New Mexico a range of mountains rises up from the high desert, a wild, rugged land of the
Faraway Nearby. The volcanic Jemez Mountains are isolated from all other ranges -- an island in the sky,
surrounded by a desert sea. In "Sky Island," filmmaker John Grabowska profiles this enchanting
landscape and our place within it, with climate change effects already dramatically altering the desert and
alpine ecosystems. The film features narration by Pulitzer Prize winner N. Scott Momaday and actress
Meryl Streep. (Next Air 05/04/14 04:30am)

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

Antiques
Antiques
Tavis Tavis
Roadshow:
Roadshow:
Smiley Smiley Minneapolis, Anaheim, Hour
Mn - Hour Two
Two

3:00

3:30

Call The
Midwife

4:00

4:30

Masterpiece
Classic: Mr.
Selfridge,
Season 2 - Part
5

5:00

5:30

Bletchley
Circle:
Uncustomed
Goods, Part 1

7:30pm California's Gold - Shasta Dam
When most people think of Shasta Lake, they imagine themselves on a houseboat enjoying California's
largest manmade reservoir. With 365 miles of shoreline it is a boaters paradise. What most people don't
think about is the massive structure that is responsible for holding back the water that creates Shasta
Lake. We're talking about Shasta Dam which, is a perfect example of "California's Gold". Construction
of the dam started in 1938 and ended in 1945. It's 602 feet high, 883 feet thick at the bottom, 30 feet thick
at the top, and 3,460 feet long. The face of the dam is as big as six football fields and the spillway is the
largest manmade waterfall in the world - three times the height of Niagara Falls. There are 18 outlets on
the face of the dam, each big enough to drive a pickup through. Shasta Dam has the second largest mass
of any dam in the United States. In this adventure, Huell and Luis get a behind the scenes look at this
engineering marvel. Miles of tunnels and millions of gallons of water make for an exciting day, but there
is another aspect to the Shasta Dam - the human element. It is the people who built the dam, the people
that poured concrete 24 hours a day for 5 1/2 years and the countless other jobs that make this structure
such a gem. Huell meets several of the original dam workers and listens to their stories about the glory
days of Shasta Dam.
8:00pm Pioneers of Television - Breaking Barriers
This episode traces the story of people of color on American television - including the mid-1960s
breakthroughs of African Americans Diahann Carroll ("Julia") and Bill Cosby ("I Spy"). Latino
landmarks range from "I Love Lucy" with Desi Arnaz to "Miami Vice" with Edward James Olmos. Also
featured are Asian-Americans like George Takei ("Star Trek"), who details his youth spent in a Japanese
internment camp.
9:00pm Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle - A Voces Special
"Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle" provides insights and answers to one of the most bizarre, disturbing
and controversial fatal shootings of the mid-20th century. Part political expose, part narrative
deconstruction, part poetic meditation, the film is an independent and thorough investigation of the life
and death of Ruben Salazar, a prominent Civil Rights era journalist. As it sheds light on Salazar's slaying
by a Sheriff's deputy in 1970, it extricates him from the myths that were constructed to suit political
agendas. It also offers a compelling look at an historical period that still resonates today -- an era of
repressive law enforcement and of a people's turbulent search for recognition as full-fledged Americans.
10:00pm Frontline - Prison State
With unprecedented access, FRONTLINE investigates the impact of mass incarceration in America,
focusing on a troubled housing project in Louisville, Kentucky, and a statewide effort to reverse the
trend. There are some 2.3 million people behind bars in the U.S. today, but a disproportionate number
come from a few city neighborhoods, and in some places the concentration is so dense that states are
spending millions of dollars a year to lock up residents of single blocks. "Prison State" examines one
community, Louisville's Beecher Terrace housing project, and follows the lives of four residents as they
move in and out of custody, while Kentucky tries break that cycle and shrink its prison state. (Next Air
04/30/14 03:00am)
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11:30pm California's Green - Vegetable Oil Car
Joel Wolf is an innovator. He has created a conversion system that allows his car to run on discarded
cooking oil from local restaurants near his home in Ojai. Huell visits with Joel and learns, step by step,
about this process.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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12AM

12:30

Tavis Tavis
Smiley Smiley

1:00

1:30

Pioneers of
Television:
Breaking
Barriers

2:00

2:30

Ruben Salazar:
Man in the
Middle - A
Voces Special

3:00

3:30

4:00

Frontline: Prison State

4:30

5:00

5:30

Independent Lens:
Revenge of the Electric
Car

7:30pm

California's Gold
Repeat of 04/02/14 07:30pm
Monarchs
Have you ever wondered what 100,000 Monarch Butterflies look like? Well here's your chance. Huell
travels to Pismo State Beach to visit the largest overwintering site for Monarch butterflies in the U.S.
More people visit this site than any another butterfly site in the world. Last year they had 50,000 visitors!
Every year hundreds of thousands of Monarchs fly as much as two thousand miles to reach safe
overwintering sites along California's central coast. They can fly up to one hundred miles a day at an
altitude of up to ten thousand feet. What's amazing is that none of the butterflies that make this amazing
journey have ever been here before. The butterflies have nothing but instinct to guide them. Huell gets a
special tour of this wonderful site from a Park Ranger, docents and a class from Cal Poly who studies the
Monarchs. It's a feast for the eyes.
8:00pm Nature - Love in the Animal Kingdom
Animals dance, sing, flirt and compete with everything they've got to find and secure a mate. For many,
the all-important bonds they share as a couple are what enable the next generation to survive. But can we
call these bonds love? In this look at the love life of animals, we see the feminine wiles of a young
gorilla, the search for Mr. Right among a thousand flamingos, the open "marriages" of blue-footed
boobies, the soap opera arrangements of gibbons, and all the subtle, outrageous, romantic antics that go
into finding a partner. These are love stories all right, as various and intriguing as the lovers themselves.
9:00pm Nova - The Incredible Journey of the Butterflies
Every year, 100 million monarch butterflies set off on an incredible journey across North America. These
beautiful creatures fly 2,000 miles to reach their remote destination: a tiny area high in the mountains of
Mexico. Yet scientists are still puzzling over how the butterflies achieve this tremendous feat of
endurance - and how, year after year, the monarchs navigate with such hair's-breadth precision. NOVA
flies along with the monarchs, visiting the spectacular locations they call home and meeting the dangers
they encounter along the way. As this program reveals, the monarch is a scientific marvel locked in an
inspiring struggle for survival.
10:00pm Nazi Mega Weapons - Super Tanks
In the quest for world domination, the Nazis built some of the biggest and deadliest pieces of military
hardware and malevolent technology in history. With brilliant, dark minds and a legion of slave labor at
their disposal, the Nazis believed the path to ultimate victory was to out-build and out-engineer their
enemies. To them, bigger definitely meant better, and better meant more lethal. As Hitler's grip on
Europe tightened, he ordered men like Wernher von Braun, Ferdinand Porsche and Alfried Krupp to
build increasingly outlandish machines and structures to realize his master plan. Creating huge terror
machines, hi-tech superguns and some of the original weapons of mass destruction to control a nation,
conquer a continent and win the war. This is World War II told from a new perspective. The series
uncovers the engineering secrets of six iconic mega-structures, tells the stories of the evil geniuses that
designed them and reveals how these structures sparked a technological revolution that changed warfare
forever.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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DAYTIME LINE-UP
MONDAY - FRIDAY
6:00am

Clifford The Big Red Dog

6:30am

Martha Speaks

7:00am

Arthur

7:30am

Wild Kratts

8:00am

Curious George

8:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

9:00am

Peg + Cat

9:30am

Dinosaur Train

10:00am Sesame Street
11:00am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
11:30am Super Why!
12:00pm Sid The Science Kid
12:30pm Thomas & Friends
1:00pm

Sit and Be Fit

1:30pm

Cyberchase

2:00pm

Super Why!

2:30pm

Dinosaur Train

3:00pm

Fetch! with Ruff Ruffman

3:30pm

Martha Speaks

4:00pm

Arthur

4:30pm

Wordgirl

5:00pm

Wild Kratts

5:30pm

Nightly Business Report

6:00pm

BBC World News

6:30pm

PBS Newshour
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